THE ANIMAL
As recorded by Steve Vai
(From the 1990 Album PASSION AND WARFARE)

Transcribed by Julien 777

Drums guitar
Gtr I * (bridge pick-up
w/Harmonizer

* w/Harmonizer set to produce an additional tone,
See Perf notes

with Swing Feel \( \frac{3}{4} \) = 90 (\( \frac{\text{quarter}}{\text{quarter}} \))
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1990 Sy Vy Music
Generated using the Power Tab Editor by Brad Larsen. http://powertab.guitarnetwork.org
Solo Gtr. (bridge pickup)
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Gliss up and down B
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Guitar II solo (neck pick
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Total neuronic frenzy with pull-offs and whammy bar exertion . . . . . .